
Luisa is Worth More than Anything to Jesus 
 

Ecclesiasticus 26:18 - "Such is a wise and silent woman, and there is nothing so much worth 
as a well instructed soul." 

 
From the Book of Heaven 

V23 – 12.14.27 - “My daughter Luisa, I have you, who are worth more than anything; and 
putting everything aside, I will look at your value—that is, the Value of My Divine Will in you—
and I will Dispose My Kingdom in the midst of creatures.  A person is worth according to the 
Value that is Entrusted to him.  If My Will contains an Infinite Value, that surpasses the whole 
value of all creatures together, one who Possesses It, before the Divine Majesty, has the Value 
that surpasses everything.  So, for now I have you Luisa, and this is enough for Me in order to 
Dispose the Kingdom of My Will.  Therefore, all the evils of this time—and they are too many—
do not equal the great Value of My Divine Will Operating in one creature alone; and My Will 
shall use these evils to make a heap out of them and, with Its Power, to banish them from the 
face of the earth.   

“The same happened in Redemption.  Evils had not been banished from the earth—on 
the contrary, they abounded more than ever; but since the Sovereign Queen came upon 
earth—the Creature Who Possessed a Divine Will within Herself, Who Enclosed the Whole 
Value of the Good of Redemption—looking not at others, nor at their evils, I looked at the Value 
of this Celestial Creature, which was sufficient to Impetrate My Descent upon earth; and in 
view of She Alone, Who Possessed Our Prerogatives and the Value of a Divine and Infinite Will, 
I gave and formed the Kingdom of Redemption in the midst of creatures.  So, in Disposing the 
Good of Redemption, I Wanted to find the Whole Value of It within My Mama; I Wanted to 
place in safety, inside Her Maternal Heart, all the Goods that My Coming upon earth into the 
midst of creature was to Enclose; and then I Conceded the Good that the Sovereign Queen of 
Heaven was asking of Me.   

“I Acted like a prince when he must leave for a destination of more conquests:  he chooses 
the most faithful one, he entrusts his secrets to him, he places in his hands the whole value of 
the expenditures needed for the conquests wanted; and trusting this one alone, who knows he 
possesses the whole value of the conquests desired, he takes leave triumphantly, knowing that 
the victory is certain.   

“So I do.  When I want to Give a Good to creatures, first I Trust one of them alone, I place 
in her the Whole Value of that Good; and then, as though assured, I Give the Good that she asks 
of Me for the other creatures.  Therefore, think of Enclosing within yourself the Whole Value 
that the Kingdom of My Will Must Contain, and I will think of Disposing all the rest that is 
needed for a Good so Great.” 
 

FIAT!!! 


